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IAYT Accreditation Policies and
Procedures
Introduction
Accreditation is a widely used approval process
for higher education programs in the U.S.,
including a variety of training programs in
healthcare fields.Accreditation can be defined
as the granting of public recognition to a program of study that meets or exceeds an established set of standards.Accreditation is primarily a quality control mechanism whereby a credible, objective third party gives a public stamp
of approval to an educational program; additionally, accreditation is a peer-review process
that supports the ongoing improvement of a
program.
As is the case in other fields, the IAYT uses a
peer-review process—conducted by the IAYT
Accreditation Committee (AC)—to determine
whether a program meets or exceeds the IAYT
accreditation standards.The AC makes its determination based on a careful review of the
application form and supporting materials submitted by a school for its yoga therapy training
program.The AC evaluates whether the information and materials submitted by the school

demonstrate that the program’s content and
delivery conform to the requirements set forth
in the IAYT educational standards document.
The purpose of the IAYT Accreditation Policies
and Procedures is to set forth the policies and
procedures adopted by the IAYT Board of
Directors that will be followed by the AC and
the IAYT in processing, reviewing, and making
decisions on the accreditation applications submitted by schools offering yoga therapy training program.These policies and procedures are
intended to provide a clear roadmap to
schools, as well as to ensure that the accreditation review process is conducted in a fair and
timely manner that affords programs and individuals reasonable due process.Additionally,
this document contains policies and procedures that pertain to yoga therapy training programs that have achieved accreditation with
the IAYT.Any questions or comments regarding
these policies and procedures should be directed to the AC Manager.
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1. Policy on Submission and Review of Applications—Revised, 8/1/15
Only IAYT Member Schools may apply for accreditation of a yoga therapy training program.A
Member School with a yoga therapy training program may submit a completed accreditation application at any time. If a Member School has questions about its readiness to seek accreditation or the
review process, it may contact the Accreditation Manager to discuss its situation.
Before submitting an application for accreditation, a Member School must formally communicate its
intention to apply for accreditation of its yoga therapy training program, submit a completed readiness assessment, and participate in a meeting with the AC Manager (and, at the AC Manager’s discretion, an AC member) to discuss the application requirements and process, the application review and
decision process, and all policies and procedures that govern these processes.This conference call
provides an opportunity for a Member School to ask clarifying questions and for the AC to provide
information to help ensure a smooth application and decision process. Communicating the intention
to apply for accreditation and submitting a completed readiness assessment are handled electronically through the IAYT website.
Accreditation applications are processed as follows:
1) The Member School submits the accreditation application to the Accreditation Manager for verification that the application submission is complete, including inclusion of the required application fee and all required materials.The Accreditation Manager contacts the Member School to
acknowledge receipt of the application within 14 days of receipt.Within three (3) months of
receipt of the application, the Accreditation Manager notifies the program regarding the status of
the verification process.
If the application is incomplete, the Accreditation Manager informs the program of the deficiencies, including any missing information and/or documentation.The program has six (6) months in
which to remedy deficiencies by submitting additional materials. Upon receipt of the additional
materials, the Accreditation Manager conducts a second round of verification to determine
whether the application submission is complete. If there are still deficiencies, the program will be
given one (1) more opportunity to remedy the deficiencies within six (6) months; if the program
fails to remedy the remaining deficiencies, its application automatically lapses, in which case the
program must submit a new application along with a new application fee if it wishes to seek
accreditation at a later time.
2) If the application submission is deemed complete, the Accreditation Manager assigns and forwards the application to a review committee within the Accreditation Committee for review; the
committee’s review process takes place within three (3) months of receipt of the complete submission. Based on its review, the review committee may either (i) request additional information
or documentation to be provided within three (3) months, or (ii) forward the application to the
AC with a recommendation regarding accreditation of the program.At its discretion, the review
committee may make exceptions on reasonable grounds to the three (3) month period an applicant has to submit requested additional information.
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When additional information or documentation is needed from an applicant during the review
committee process, the applicant has two (2) opportunities to provide requested information or
documentation before the review committee recommends to the AC to defer action on the application for a period not to exceed one (1) year due to the program's lack of compliance with the
IAYT's standards and policies (see Section 6 below).
Upon receipt of the requested additional information or documentation, the review committee
evaluates the additional information or documentation in the context of the entire application;
the committee’s review process takes place within three (3) months of receipt of the complete
submission. Based on its review, the review committee may either (i) make a second request for
additional information or documentation to be provided within three (3) months, or (ii) forward
the application to the AC with a recommendation regarding accreditation of the program.At its
discretion, the review committee may make exceptions on reasonable grounds to the three (3)
month period an applicant has to submit requested additional information.
Upon receipt of the requested additional information or documentation, the review committee
evaluates the additional information or documentation in the context of the entire application;
the committee’s review process takes place within three (3) months of receipt of the complete
submission. Based on its review, the review committee may either (i) forward the application to
the AC with a recommendation to defer action on the application for a period not to exceed one
year due to the program's lack of compliance with the IAYT’s standards and policies (see Section
6 below); or (ii) forward the application to the AC with a recommendation to grant or to deny
accreditation of the program.
In the event that a program fails to provide requested information or materials to a review committee within three (3) months, the application automatically lapses, in which case the program
must submit a new application along with a new application fee if it wishes to seek accreditation
at a later time. In the event that the review committee forwards the application to the AC, the AC
will evaluate the application at its next regularly scheduled meeting.To be on the review agenda,
the application must be received by the AC at least one (1) month prior to its meeting.
3) At the meeting at which it evaluates a program's application, the AC holds a hearing in closed session on the accreditation application.The AC may require representatives of the program to be in
attendance via conference call to provide information and answer questions. Following discussion with program representatives, the representatives leave the hearing and the AC makes a
decision on the application.
4) Based on its review, the AC may:
a) Approve the application and grant accreditation status;
b) Request additional information or documentation to be provided to the AC within a specified
timeframe;
c) Defer action on the application for a period not to exceed one year due to the program’s lack
of compliance with the IAYT's standards and policies (see Section 6 below); or
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d) Deny accreditation due to substantial lack of compliance with the IAYT's standards and
policies.
5) The AC’s decision is conveyed to the program in writing within 14 days of the hearing.
6) In the event that a program fails to provide requested information or materials within the timeframe specified by the AC in accordance with Section 4b above, the application automatically
lapses. In the event of a lapsed application, the program must submit a new application along
with a new fee if it wishes to seek accreditation at a later time.
7) The AC defers action in accordance with Section 4c above if it believes that the program is capable of coming into compliance with the IAYT standards and policies within a specified time period. If the AC defers action on the accreditation application, the AC will inform the program of its
deficiencies and request the program to provide information and documentation demonstrating
that it has satisfactorily addressed the deficiencies identified by the AC within the time period
specified.An action to defer a decision on accreditation cannot be appealed. If the program fails to
address the deficiencies within the time period specified by the AC to the AC's satisfaction, the
AC may deny accreditation.
8) If the AC denies accreditation, it will inform the program of the deficiencies upon which the
decision to deny was based.A decision to deny accreditation may be appealed in accordance
with the Policy on Appeals. If the AC denies accreditation to a program, the program must wait at
least one year from the date of denial before it may submit a new application for accreditation.
9) A program may decide to withdraw its accreditation application at any time prior to a final decision of the AC to approve or deny the application. If the program does so, the IAYT refunds half
of the application fee.A program that withdraws its application must wait at least one year
before resubmitting a new application, and it must pay another full application fee.

2. Policy on Multiple Locations and/or Program Offerings—New, 8/1/15
If, at the time of initial accreditation, a school offers its yoga therapy training program at multiple
locations, it must indicate this on the application form and provide the following:
• A list of the locations at which the program, or part of the program, is offered;
• The curriculum and course syllabi for each location (if the curriculum and course
syllabi vary by location);
• A list of the faculty teaching at each location and applicable faculty qualification documents
(if faculty vary depending on location);
• The School Director and Program Director for each location; and
• All other relevant application documents for each location, such as program application,
enrollment form, and any other training program-related policies (if any of these materials
vary depending on location).
If the Accreditation Committee determines that the school is offering a substantially different program
at a different location, or two or more substantially different programs at the same location, then the
AC may, at its discretion, require the school to submit separate applications for the different programs.
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An application fee will be charged for each application submitted.
If a program is accredited, its IAYT accreditation status extends to all of the locations at which the
program is offered that were disclosed in the application.Any program changes planned or made at
any location, or if a location is added or dropped, are governed by the Policy on Program Changes.
Changes to the curriculum must apply to all locations.

3. Policy on Public Comments—Revised, 8/1/15
The AC will accept written comments on programs that may apply, or have applied, for initial accreditation or re-accreditation.Written comments must be signed and include the writer’s contact information.Anonymous comments will not be accepted.The AC will not comment on whether a program may or has applied for accreditation or re-accreditation.All comments will be kept confidential.
Whenever the AC plans to take action on a program’s re-accreditation status, the AC provides for a
public-comment period of at least 21 days’ duration before the meeting at which the hearing is
scheduled.
The AC places on its website and, at its discretion, circulates an official public-comment notice to relevant organizations and agencies, and requires the program to publicize the comment period on its
website.The official notice contains the name of the program, the accreditation action before the AC,
the date of the AC meeting, and the date for the ending of the public-comment period (which is at
least 15 days before the AC's meeting). Commenters must identify themselves and their organizational affiliation to the AC; however, the AC keeps confidential the names and affiliations of commenters.

4. Policy on Appeals
The following are AC adverse decisions and may be appealed:
1) Deny initial accreditation or reaccreditation;
2) Place the program on probationary status; and
3) Withdrawal of accredited status.
If a program receives an adverse decision, the AC provides two appeals procedures: (i) reconsideration, and (ii) panel review. Reconsideration must be completed before moving to panel review.
Reconsideration
Programs may challenge an adverse decision if, in the opinion of the program, the AC’s decision is
arbitrary, capricious, or violates procedures.The program's written request to the AC Manager must
be made within 30 days following its receipt of notice of the adverse decision (all adverse decision
letters are certified).A request for reconsideration must relate to the conditions that existed in the
program at the time of the AC's adverse decision and state specific reasons why the reconsideration
should be granted.
When reconsideration is requested, the AC Manager sets the date and time for the hearing (which
may be conducted electronically or in person), and appoints a reconsideration committee of three
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members of the AC who were not part of the original review committee.The program may request
an opportunity for board members, staff, and/or faculty to address the reconsideration committee
during the hearing; however, legal counsel, students, and other interested parties are not permitted to
attend the hearing.The program shall bear any expenses incurred in attending the hearing.
Following the hearing, the reconsideration committee reviews the documentation on which the AC
based its decision and any written or verbal clarifying information the program provided.The reconsideration committee makes one of following decisions:
1) Uphold the original AC decision. If the reconsideration committee believes that the original AC
decision was correct, it decides to uphold the original decision.The program will then respond
as originally required in the original AC decision letter.
2) Revise the decision. If the reconsideration committee believes that the AC decision was in errorbased either on a review of the original application or on clarifying information subsequently
provided by the program-the committee may revise the AC decision and issue a letter with the
revised decision and instructions to the program regarding the next step it should take.
The reconsideration committee’s decision is reported in writing to the school's leadership. If the
school accepts the decision of the reconsideration committee, it is expected to follow the instructions contained in the letter informing the program of the decision. If the program does not accept
the decision of the reconsideration committee, it may request a panel review.An accredited program
retains its accredited status until all appeals have been exhausted.
Panel Review
The final appeal for the program is a panel review, which is an independent consideration of the AC’s
decision.The school's written request for a panel review must be made within 30 days of receipt of
the AC’s certified letter upholding an adverse decision. If the school fails to respond within 30 days,
it waives the right to further review.
The school requests a panel review if, despite the reconsideration process, it still believes the AC's
action was arbitrary, capricious, or otherwise not in accordance with the AC accreditation standards
or procedures; or, the AC action was not supported by substantial evidence in the record.
The panel will review evidence in the record, including documentation and witness statements
directly related to the AC's adverse action and the reconsideration hearing.The record includes:
• The school’s application for accreditation (including appendices);
• Any additional material submitted to the review committee;
• The AC decision letter detailing the adverse decision; and
• Materials from the reconsideration hearing.
Within 30 calendar days of receipt of the panel review request, the chair of the IAYT Board of
Directors appoints a chair and two (2) or more review panel members from a list of yoga therapy
educators and practitioners who are members of the IAYT. Members of the review panel may not
include current members of the AC or the IAYT Board serving at the time of the AC’s adverse action,
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or any individuals deemed to have conflict of interest.The chair of the review panel specifies the
time and place of the review.
The review panel may conduct its review in person or electronically.All costs related to the panel
review are paid by the school; the school is invoiced in advance of the review for the estimated
amount, which must be paid prior to the panel review.These costs may include travel and accommodations for the review panel and participants in the proceedings, reproduction of materials presented at the hearing, and other related expenses. If the panel remands the matter to the AC with the
instruction that the adverse action be reversed, the AC and the appellant each bear its own expenses.
The AC submits the record to the review panel and the program’s written request, including additional evidence challenging the AC’s procedures or its facts.The chair of the review panel presides at
the review hearing and rules on procedure, conducting the hearing in a manner that allows the program due process and a fair opportunity to present its case and explain its position (the formal rules
of evidence, however, do not apply).The program may be represented by counsel during the hearing,
and counsel may question any witnesses who speak at the hearing. Review panel members may
question any witnesses or parties to the appeal.
After considering the record, the review panel may make any of the following determinations:
1) Uphold the AC action;
2) Revise the AC action; or
3) Reverse the AC action.
The chair of the review panel reports the panel's determination in writing to the school's leadership,
the AC chair, the President of the IAYT, and the AC Manager. Upon notification of the panel's determination, the AC takes the necessary steps to carry it out.
If, at any time during the appeals process, an appellant initiates legal action against the AC or the
IAYT, the above procedures are no longer in effect and the AC's original action is final.

5. Policy on Formal Complaints against IAYT-Accredited Programs
The following are the procedures the IAYT follows in addressing a complaint against an IAYT-accredited program:
1) Formal complaints to the AC must pertain to matters related to program compliance with the
IAYT accreditation standards and policies. Persons, groups, or organizations related to the program are considered recognized complainants and may file a complaint.
2) The AC is not authorized to adjudicate, arbitrate, or mediate individual faculty or student grievances against a program. Complainants must use all appropriate institutional and professional
channels of appeal before filing a formal complaint with the AC.The schools in which programs
are housed assume responsibility for implementing and enforcing their own policies in these
areas.When alleged violations cannot be resolved within the school, appellate procedures within
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state systems of vocational and higher education—or state judicial courts—should be used to
assess and enforce institutional compliance with policies.
3) The AC will not take action on anonymous complaints, and does not make public formal complaints it receives.
4) When an oral complaint against an accredited program is received, the complainant is referred to
this policy statement and advised that complaints must be submitted to the AC Manager in writing with sufficient documentation to substantiate the complaint.
5) When a written complaint against an accredited program is received, the AC Manager acknowledges receipt of the complaint in writing within ten (10) business days.
6) The AC Manager analyzes the complaint to determine whether the complaint:
(i) is adequately documented, (ii) indicates non-compliance with any of the IAYT’s/AC's accreditation standards or policies, and (iii) if applicable to the specific complaint, has been previously
submitted to the program (or school) and has been reviewed by the program (or school) in
accordance with its grievance and/or appeals process.
7) The AC Manager notifies the complainant in writing within 30 days if documentation is inadequate or the complaint does not indicate non-compliance with the IAYT’s standards or policies.
Depending on the nature of the complaint, or if the program's or school’s grievance and appeals
procedures have not been utilized, the AC Manager advises the complainant to seek resolution
through this process first.
8) When a complaint indicating non-compliance with the IAYT’s standards or policies is adequately
documented—or a pattern or practice of non-compliance appears to be present when considering past complaints received against the program—the AC Manager sends written notification
that a complaint has been filed to the school director of the program; the written notification
either provides a report on the substance of the complaint or a copy of the actual complaint, and
requests a written response to the complaint within 30 days.
9) When the response from the school director is received, the AC Manager compares the documentation provided by the complainant and by the program and, when appropriate, suggests a resolution to the complainant and the program.
10) When a resolution suggested by the AC Manger is not accepted by one or both parties, or if the
AC Manager considers the response by the program to be inadequate, the matter is referred to
the AC for review. Both the complainant and the program are notified of the referral.
11) The AC may take one or more of the following actions:
a. Dismiss the complaint for lack of grounds;
b. Hold a hearing with the complainant and program representatives participating by
conference call to try to resolve the complaint in a way satisfactory to both parties;
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c. Make recommendations binding on the program, based on the written record and/or
information received during the hearing, to ensure compliance with the IAYT accreditation
standards and policies; and/or
d. Require a visit to the program by an ad hoc committee of the AC to review the matter cited
in the complaint and adopt recommendations, if warranted, based on the findings of the
committee, for correcting the situation (in this case, the program covers the cost of the visit).
12) The AC Manager sends a written report of the AC’s action on the complaint to the complainant
and the program within 14 days of the committee meeting at which the action was taken.This
report constitutes the AC's final action with regard to the complaint and may not be appealed.

6. Policy on Formal Complaints against the IAYT Accreditation
Committee
The following are the procedures the IAYT follows in addressing a complaint against the IAYT AC:
1) A complaint made against the AC must be submitted in writing with supporting documentation
to the IAYT’s Executive Director.The complaint must be related to the IAYT’s/AC's failure to
comply with its own accreditation standards, policies, and/or procedures.Within 14 days of submission, the Executive Director acknowledges receipt of the complaint and refers it to the
Executive Committee of the IAYT Board of Directors.Within 30 days from receipt of the complaint by the Executive Director, the IAYT Executive Committee (EC) reviews the complaint. If
the EC needs additional information to review the complaint, it requests the complainant and/or
the AC provide the information within 30 days; if it does not need additional information, it issues
within the original 30-day period a written decision on the complaint to the complainant and AC.
The decision of the EC is final.
2) If, at any time, a complainant initiates legal action against the IAYT/AC, the above procedures are
no longer in effect and the IAYT takes no action to review the compliant, pending legal resolution.

7. Policy on Program Changes—Fully Revised, 8/1/15
The accreditation status of a yoga therapy training program pertains to the sites and educational
components that were reviewed at the time of the IAYT’s initial accreditation review and subsequent
reaccreditation reviews.
Ongoing changes in the yoga therapy program are to be expected. Many changes do not affect a program's compliance with IAYT’s educational standards and policies; these changes may be reported in
the program’s biennial report to the AC or included as part of the next reaccreditation review. Some
changes, however, may affect a program's compliance and need to be reported to and approved by
the AC before they are implemented.
Changes that Require Reporting and AC Approval prior to Implementation
Generally speaking, planned changes that require reporting to and prior approval by the AC are
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changes that may result in the program becoming non-compliant with the IAYT standards and
accreditation policies, such as:
• Any planned change in the school director, program director, or faculty that may affect the
program’s compliance with IAYT educational standards and accreditation policies;
• Any planned change in curriculum that would affect the program’s compliance
with IAYT educational standards and accreditation policies;
• Any planned change in how the program is delivered that would affect the program’s
compliance with IAYT educational standards and accreditation policies;
• Changes in the location(s) where the program is taught (see separate policy);
• Changes in program ownership or management/oversight (see separate policies); and
• Any other change that may result in non-compliance with the IAYT educational standards and
accreditation policies.
Program staff should consult with the AC Manager if there is a question about whether a change
needs to be approved.
Unplanned Program Changes
When a program change takes place that was not planned and may cause the program to be out of
compliance with IAYT educational standards and accreditation policies, the school must report the
change immediately to the AC or it may risk losing its accreditation status. Notification of an
unplanned program change is to be made to the Accreditation Manager who will forward the notification to the AC for review.
When a school makes notification of an unplanned program change, the notification should state the
nature of the change, provide pertinent documentation, and present information that demonstrates
that the program has remained in compliance with the IAYT’s standards and policies.
Planned Program Changes
A school with an accredited program has the responsibility of submitting a change application letter
to the AC Manager at least two (2) months prior to the planned implementation of a proposed
change.The application should state the nature of the proposed change, provide pertinent documentation, and present information that demonstrates that the program will remain in compliance with
the IAYT’s standards and policies if the change is adopted.
Review and Approval Process
After the application letter for a planned change or notification of an unplanned program changes is
received, the AC Manager, in consultation with the AC Chair, appoints a change committee that meets
within one (1) month of receipt of the change application to review the application.The change
committee may act to:
1) Approve implementation of the change without any conditions;
2) Approve implementation of the change with conditions;
3) Defer action pending receipt of additional information;
4) Refer the matter to the AC for consideration;
5) Deny approval of the proposed change; or
6) Require an onsite visit prior to the committee making a decision or following implementa-
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tion of the change. In this situation, all fees related to an onsite visit are to be borne by the
Member School.
A program must receive written approval from the change committee or the AC before implementing the change.A program that makes a change that effects its compliance with IAYT educational
standards and accreditation policies without approval places its accreditation in jeopardy.

8. Policy on Program Closure and Withdrawal of Accredited Status
If a program wishes to either close or withdraw its accredited status, the school director sends a formal letter to the AC notifying the AC of its intention to close the program or withdraw its accredited
status.The program is expected to make arrangements for the graduation or transfer of its students
and should work closely with the AC during this planning process, at the conclusion of which the
date of the program's formal withdrawal of accreditation will be decided.A program is expected to
remain in full compliance with all standards during the closure or withdrawal process.

9. Policy on the Sale of a School or Program—New, 8/1/15
IAYT accreditation status is not automatically transferable. If the owner of school with an accredited
yoga therapy training program enters into an arrangement to sell or merge the school or program
with another organization, the current school owner must apply to the AC, on a form provided by
the AC, for permission to transfer the program’s IAYT accreditation status to the new owner/entity.
The completed form must be submitted to the Accreditation Manager at least 60 days in advance of
the sale.The Accreditation Manager contacts the program to acknowledge receipt of the application
within 14 days of receipt, and then assigns and forwards the application to the AC for review and
decision.The AC will review and discuss the application at its next regularly scheduled monthly
meeting. Based on its review and discussion, the AC may either
1) Approve the transfer of accreditation status without conditions;
2) Approve the transfer with conditions;
3) Request additional information or documentation to be provided to the Accreditation
Manager within three (3) months, or
4) Deny the request for transfer for cause.
When the school submits requested additional information, the Accreditation Manager contacts the
program to acknowledge receipt of the application within 14 days of receipt, and then assigns and
forwards the application to the AC for review and decision.The AC will review and discuss the application at its next regularly scheduled monthly meeting. Based on its review and discussion, the AC
may either
1) Approve the transfer without conditions;
2) Approve the transfer with conditions;
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3) Request additional information or documentation to be provided to the Accreditation
Manager within three (3) months; or
4) Deny the request for transfer for cause.
If the school does not submit an application to request transfer of its accreditation status or does not
submit requested additional information, its accreditation status will lapse upon transfer of ownership.

10. Policy on Franchising a Program or Sub-Contracting a Program—
New, 8/1/15
The accreditation status of an IAYT-accredited yoga therapy program does not transfer in situations
in which a school with an IAYT-accredited yoga therapy program allows an individual or entity to
offer the program as its agent, franchisee, subcontractor, or through some other business arrangement by which the responsibility for running the yoga therapy training program is delegated to
another entity or individual. In these situations, the agent, franchisee, subcontractor, or other entity
must become a Member School and apply for accreditation of the yoga therapy training program.
Notification
When a school with an IAYT accredited yoga therapy program enters into such an arrangement, the
school must notify the Accreditation Manager of the arrangement 45 days prior to the effective date
of the arrangement; without this notification the school places the accreditation status of its yoga
therapy training program in jeopardy.
The school owner must notify the Accreditation Manager of the school's arrangement to allow an
individual or entity to offer its program as its agent, franchisee, subcontractor, or through some other
business arrangement by which the responsibility for running the yoga therapy training program is
delegated. Notification is to include
• The name of the agent, franchisee, subcontractor, or person responsible for some other
business arrangement;
• The mailing address, email address, and telephone numbers of the agent, franchisee,
subcontractor, or person responsible for some other business arrangement;
• The location(s) at which the program will be run; and
• The effective date of the arrangement.
Within 14 days of receipt of the notification, the Accreditation Manager informs the agent, franchisee,
subcontractor (or other entity or person) who will assume the responsibility for running the program that the accreditation status will not automatically transfer and that the new entity/person must
become a Member School and apply for accreditation of the program if the entity/person wishes to
maintain the accreditation status.

11. Policy on Failure to Submit Materials by the Due Date
If a program that has submitted an accreditation application fails to submit any required or requested
materials pertaining to its application by a date specified by the AC, the AC may deem the application
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lapsed. In this case, the program must submit a new application and pay the required application fee
if it wishes to apply for accreditation.
If an accredited program fails to submit any required or requested materials pertaining to reaccreditation, the biennial report submission, a hearing regarding a possible sanction, or any other AC
process involving the program, the AC may take any action it deems appropriate, up to and including
initiating withdrawal of accreditation.

12. Policy on Potential Conflicts of Interest
The decisions of the AC are to be made solely on the basis of promoting the best interests of the
public, the yoga therapy profession, and the yoga therapy educational community. It is therefore the
policy of the AC to have effective controls against conflicts of interest and the appearance of conflicts of interest by AC members, reviewers, consultants, staff, and other AC representatives.To this
end, each AC member shall sign the IAYT's conflict of interest policy annually.
Additionally,AC members shall strictly adhere to the following guidelines:
1) Whenever the AC enters into a hearing or any other process concerning an accreditation application or a recognition action related to a yoga therapy training program, and an AC member is affiliated with the program, then that member:
• Shall disclose prior to the AC's discussion of the program’s application or recognition action
the nature of his or her affiliation with the program; and
• Shall not be present during discussion of and voting on the program’s application or
recognition action.
2) For the purposes of this policy, a person is “affiliated” with a yoga therapy program if he or she,
or a member of his or her immediate family (spouse, parent, child, brother, or sister):
• Is currently, or during the last seven (7) years has been, an officer, director, trustee, employee,
contractor, or consultant of the school in which the program is located;
• Has been a student in the yoga therapy program within the last seven (7) years; or
• Has had during the last seven (7) years other dealings with the school in which the program
is located from which he or she has or will receive cash or property.
3) If for any other reason an AC member believes he or she has a conflict of interest or the appearance of one with regard to any program's application or recognition action before the AC, or otherwise believes that he or she cannot make an impartial decision in regard to these matters, the
member shall declare the conflict of interest or the appearance of one.
4) If a representative of a yoga therapy training program that has an application or recognition
action before the AC has reason to believe an AC member who has not declared a conflict of
interest may have one or the appearance of one, then he or she may request the AC consider the
matter. Similarly, if any other AC member, or the AC Manager, is concerned about an AC member’s
possible conflict of interest, then he or she may also request the AC to consider the matter.
Discussion of the possible conflict of interest or the appearance of one shall take place with all
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parties present; the matter shall be resolved, if necessary, by a majority vote of the AC, with all AC
members entitled to vote with the exception of the member in question.

13. Policy on Codes of Conduct/Ethics
A school offering an IAYT-accredited yoga therapy training program must adopt a code(s) of conduct
that defines acceptable action and behavior on the part of board members, staff, faculty, students, and
anyone else who may be involved in the operations and activities of the school and the program.
Failure to operate in accordance with the code of conduct may constitute grounds for sanctioning a
program.

14. Policy on Code of Conduct and Safe School Environments—
New, 6/1/16
In order for an IAYT member school’s yoga therapy program to be eligible to apply for accreditation
and for an IAYT accredited yoga therapy program to maintain its IAYT accreditation status, the school
must operate with honesty and integrity; among other things, the school must ensure an emotionally
and physically safe environment for the community members of the school—including staff, faculty,
students, and patients/clients—and must protect individual community members against emotional,
sexual, and physical harassment/abuse that can sometimes be found in situations in which there are
power imbalances or a lack of understanding of professional boundaries.
It is the responsibility of the leadership of a member school with an accredited yoga therapy training
program or that is applying for accreditation or re-accreditation of its yoga therapy training program—as it may be vested in a board of directors, a school owner, and/or an administrative or academic leader or leadership team—to ensure that the school operates with honesty and integrity, and
to protect all school community members from emotional, sexual, and physical harassment/abuse.To
that end, these schools must establish and enforce a comprehensive code of conduct policy or policies* that address situations that may arise in relation to the school's constituencies—-including
school owners/board members, school leadership, staff, faculty, students, and clients/patients—including sexual and emotional harassment/abuse situations.Additionally, a member school with an accredited yoga therapy training program or that is applying for accreditation or re-accreditation of its yoga
therapy training program must make the school community aware of its code of conduct policy and
provide education as to the importance of observing the code. If a school with an accredited yoga
therapy training program or that is applying for accreditation or re-accreditation of its yoga therapy
training program fails to develop and enforce a comprehensive code of conduct policy—and/or it
appears that unethical behavior such as sexual or emotional harassment/abuse has become systemic
within a school—the Accreditation Committee may take action in accordance with its policies governing accreditation, up to and including denial or revocation of accreditation.
* The key provisions of a comprehensive code of conduct policy include the following:
• Adhering to high ethical standards
• Complying with applicable laws and regulations
• Refraining from all forms of sexual, emotional, and physical harassment and threats of
harassment, including verbal expressions
• Avoiding conflicts of interest
• Maintaining high standards of academic integrity
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Refraining from illegal forms of discrimination; respecting the rights and dignity of others
Maintaining high standards of patient/client care
Conducting business practices with honesty and integrity
Concern for the health and safety of all community members
Reporting suspected violations of the code; enforcement of the code
Guaranteeing no retaliation for legitimate complaints regarding violations of the code of
conduct made in good faith.

15. Policy on Non-Discrimination—Revised, 8/1/15
A Member School applying for accreditation of its yoga therapy training programs must have, in its
student and staff policies, a non-discrimination policy that states the school follows all applicable
laws and regulations and does not discriminate based on race, sex, religion, ethnic origin, sexual
preference, or disability.

16. Policy on Enrollment Agreements
A Member School applying for accreditation of its yoga therapy training program must have on file a
signed enrollment agreement for each student enrolled in the program that clearly apprises the student of his/her financial obligations.The enrollment agreement must, at a minimum, include the following information:
• School name and contact information;
• Program name;
• Time period covered by the agreement;
• Disclosure of all tuition, fees, books and supply costs, and any other additional expenses;
• Disclosure statement of finance charges, if applicable;
• Schedule of payments;
• Refund policy;
• Legal signature of student, including date signed; and
• Legal signature of the school representative, including the date signed.

17. Policy on Student Informational Materials
The program must make available to students and the public a current catalog and/or other official
publications (e.g., a student handbook), in print or electronic form, which accurately set forth:
• Admissions requirements and procedures;
• Transfer credit and advanced standing policies, including the criteria for accepting transfer
credit;
• Tuition, fees and refund policies;
• Opportunities and requirements for financial aid, if applicable;
• Academic performance requirements;
• Rules for student conduct;
• Student disciplinary procedures;
• Student grievance procedures;
• Grading and attendance policies;
• Program completion requirements;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Members of the administration, including their positions;
Professional education and qualifications of full- and part-time faculty;
Members of the governing board, if applicable;
Non-discrimination policy;
Academic calendar;
Program sequence or outline;
Description of each major component of the yoga therapy program;
Description of the learning and other physical resources; and
Leave of absence policy, if applicable.

18. Policy on Transfer Credit—Revised, 8/1/15
Under IAYT’s standards, a yoga therapy training program must be a minimum of 800 hours in length
to be eligible for accreditation. Of these 800 hours, a minimum of 500 hours of training must be provided by the yoga therapy program that is accredited or seeking accreditation. Some or all of the
remaining hours needed to reach the minimum total of 800 hours may be transferred in from other
schools/programs-such as a yoga teacher training program, another yoga therapy program, and/or
some other type of educational program or institution (e.g., anatomy coursework completed in a
community college)-provided that the transfer hours apply directly to the required competencies in
the yoga therapy program.
A yoga therapy program that is accredited or seeking accreditation that allows students to satisfy
some of the program's requirements through transfer hours must have a written transfer credit policy that:
1) It is publicly disclosed through its website and other relevant publications;
2) It sets forth the process and criteria by which it determines that the transferred hours/credits
apply directly to the required competencies in the yoga therapy program; and
3) It states which courses/subject areas within the yoga therapy program can potentially be satisfied by transfer hours/credits.
Whenever transfer credit is awarded according to the published transfer credit policy to an applicant
or to a student enrolled in a program, the school must state in writing in the applicant's/student's file
(e.g., on the program transcript) which portions of the yoga therapy program have been satisfied
through the awarding of transfer credit, and must include in the student file appropriate documentation (e.g., transcript from a previous program) upon which the awarding of transfer credit was
based.
If a school with a yoga therapy training program accepts or requires a yoga teacher training program
in excess of 200 hours as satisfying its admissions requirement, some portion of the teacher training
in excess of the 200 hours may be allocated in accordance with this policy as transfer hours to satisfy the yoga therapy training program’s minimum length of 800 hours provided that none of the
hours are double-counted for purposes of meeting the pre-requisite admissions requirements and the
yoga therapy training program requirements.
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A school with an accredited yoga therapy program is permitted to award transfer credit in an amount
greater than 300 hours to an applicant who is transferring from an accredited yoga therapy program
that closed before students in its training completed the program. In this case, the program must document that it followed its transfer credit policy and that the transferred hours/credits apply directly
to required competencies in the program.

19. Policy on Advertising—Revised, 8/1/15
All representations regarding the school and its yoga therapy training program, prior to accreditation
and once accredited must be accurate.The AC may sanction an accredited program for making false,
misleading, or inaccurate representations to the public.
If a program under review for accreditation is advertising its yoga therapy training program in a way
that is false, misleading, or inaccurate or in violation of the AC's Policy on Representation of a
Program's Relationship with the IAYT, the AC may, at its discretion, suspend the accreditation review
until such time as the program discontinues the advertising in question.

20. Policy on Representation of a Program’s Relationship with the IAYT
The AC requires accredited yoga therapy programs, as well as programs seeking accreditation, to honestly and responsibly represent their association with the IAYT orally and in writing.To this end, the
IAYT requires programs to adhere carefully to the following practices:
1) If a program has applied for accreditation and has been informed by the AC that its application is
ready for review, it may publicize this fact by using the following statement in any of its publications:“(Name of program) has applied for accreditation by the IAYT and is currently being evaluated.”
Note: A school with a yoga therapy training program is not allowed to make any statement
or representation about the likelihood of gaining accreditation, such as “It is expected that
accreditation will be granted in the near future,” or “our program meets IAYT standards or
requirements.”)
2) The school may refer to its program as being “accredited” only after this status has been conferred
by the AC. It may not describe its program as “fully accredited,” since the IAYT does not grant partial accreditation.The correct terminology is “accredited.”
3) In representing its association with the IAYT in publications and on its website, the school must
use the following statement:“(Name of program) is accredited by the International Association of
Yoga Therapists. For more information, visit: www.iayt.org.”
4) Accreditation is granted to a yoga therapy training program as a whole and not to individual units,
courses, or degrees.Therefore, statements such as “this course is accredited” or “this certificate is
accredited” are incorrect and must be avoided.
5) A school with an accredited program may use an IAYT-supplied service mark in its publications as
long as it maintains the accreditation status of its yoga therapy training program .
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6) A Member School may not use the IAYT logo in publications under any circumstances.
A school’s ability to abide by these principles of good practice in its public representations is considered by the IAYT as an indication of the program's integrity as an educational entity. If a school, as
determined by the AC, the IAYT Board, the IAYT Executive Director, the IAYT President, or the AC
Manager, releases incorrect or misleading information about accreditation of its program or applicant
status with the IAYT, or about any accreditation action, the IAYT notifies the program to immediately
provide for the public correction of the information, or the IAYT so provides. If the program continues to publish incorrect or misleading information, the AC may initiate an action against the program
in accordance with its Policy on Sanctions.

21. Policy on Student Grievances
The program must publish in the student handbook, or in a comparable publication, fair and efficient
policies and procedures for reviewing and responding to formal complaints and grievances made by
students, and must maintain a record of the complaints and their disposition during the preceding
five (5)-year period, demonstrating that these complaints and grievances were handled in an equitable manner according to the published policies and procedures.

22. Policy on Sanctions
The AC has the option, at any time, of investigating whether an accredited program may no longer be
fully in compliance with the IAYT standards and policies.To this end, the AC may contact the program for information pertinent to any compliance concerns it may have and may arrange a meeting
with school representatives to discuss its concerns.
In cases where the AC determines that a program has fallen out of compliance with one (1) or more
IAYT standards and policies, it may apply a sanction. By applying a sanction, the AC informs the program that it must bring itself into compliance within a certain specified timeframe.The following are
the three (3) sanctions the AC may apply; they are usually, although not always, applied sequentially,
starting with a letter of advisement:
1) Letter of Advisement. The Member School is formally advised by letter—sent to the school director and program director (or other representatives of the program)-of deficiencies or practices
related to the IAYT standards and policies that could lead to a more serious sanction if not corrected expeditiously.The letter requests a focused report by a specific date, generally not to
exceed six (6) months from the date of the letter (although the AC has discretion to specify a
longer timeframe), that presents information on the steps the school has taken to address the
deficiencies.The AC does not make public the fact that it has issued of a letter of advisement.
2) Probation. If the Member School fails to respond satisfactorily to a letter of advisement or continues to be non-compliant with accreditation standards or policies, it may be placed on probation for its yoga therapy training program, which is a public sanction.A formal letter is sent to
the school director and program director (or equivalent leadership positions), with a copy to the
chair of the school's governing board, if applicable, setting forth the deficiencies upon which the
probation is based.The letter requests submission of a focused report and, optionally, an onsite
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visit by representatives of the AC by a specific date, generally not to exceed six (6) months from
the date of the letter (although the AC has discretion to specify a longer timeframe).
3) Show Cause. If a Member School fails to correct the deficiencies or practices that resulted in probation, does not respond to a letter of advisement, or is found otherwise to have strongly deviated from the accreditation standards or policies, it may be requested to show why accreditation
for its yoga therapy training program should not be withdrawn at the end of a stated period.The
request to show cause is made by formal letter to the school director and program director (or
equivalent leadership positions), with a copy to the chair of the school’s governing board, if
applicable.The burden of proof is on the school to demonstrate to the AC why accreditation of
its yoga therapy training program should be continued beyond the stated period.The letter sets
forth the deficiencies upon which the show-cause action is based, specifies the show-cause period, and requests submission of a focused report and, optionally, an onsite visit by a specific date.
The issuance of a show-cause letter is a public sanction.
The AC judges the nature and severity of the situation in determining whether to issue a letter of
advisement, impose probation, or issue a show-cause letter.While the three (3) sanctions are of
increasing severity, they are not necessarily applied in sequence.The AC may apply any sanction at
any time, with the requirement that the program correct the cited deficiency or circumstance within
a stated period, not to exceed one (1) year. If multiple sanctions are imposed on a school with an
accredited program, the total time that the school has to satisfactorily address the sanctions may not
exceed two (2) years from the imposition of the first sanction.Accreditation status continues during
a period of a sanction.As noted above, while a letter of advisement is not made public, the actions of
probation and show cause are published.The school with an accredited program is responsible for
any costs associated with a sanction.
The AC also has the authority to impose a sanction in the context of a hearing on reaffirmation of
accreditation. In this case, the AC may, but is not required, to provide notice of its intended action.
Should the AC consider placing a school with an accredited program on probation or issuing a showcause letter outside of the context of an accreditation action, it will: (i) inform the school of the sanction it intends to impose and the deficiencies or circumstances upon which the sanction is being
considered, and (ii) provide the school an opportunity to submit a written response at least 15 days
prior to date of meeting. In the event that a school's non-compliance with the IAYT's standards and
policies poses potential immediate serious harm to students or others, the AC may forgo notification
to the school or provide a shorter notice period.Within ten (10) business days of imposing a sanction the AC gives the school written reasons for its action.A school may not appeal a decision by the
AC to impose a sanction, as a sanction is not considered an adverse decision.
Revocation of Accreditation
At the end of the time period stated in a show-cause letter, the AC will revoke the accreditation of a
program that has not corrected to the satisfaction of the AC the deficiencies or circumstances that
led to the issuance of the letter.At least 30 days before the meeting date on which the AC will decide
whether to revoke accreditation based on the circumstances or deficiencies identified in the showcause letter, it will: (i) inform the school of its intended action, and (ii) provide the school an opportunity to submit a written response at least 15 days prior to date of meeting.
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If a school or its program is found by a judicial court, or a federal or state agency, to have engaged in
fraudulent activity, or if the school loses its authority to operate, the AC will withdraw accreditation.
In such cases, the AC’s procedures for sanctions do not apply, and the terms and conditions set forth
in a letter of advisement, a probation decision, or a show-cause letter that the AC may have issued are
nullified.
A school that has accreditation of its yoga therapy training program revoked is not entitled to a
refund of any fees or dues it has paid to the IAYT.A school interested in regaining accreditation must
wait at least one (1) year from the time accreditation of its yoga therapy training program is revoked
to apply for accreditation.

23. Policy on Biennial Reports—Revised, 8/1/15 and 6/1/16
A school with an accredited yoga therapy program is required to submit a biennial report to the AC
by a specified date.The AC reviews biennial reports in order to ensure each school's ongoing compliance with accreditation standards and policies, monitor programs' progress in addressing outstanding
deficiencies, and to become aware of any significant changes or trends that may adversely affect the
ability of an individual school’s program to remain in compliance with accreditation standards and
policies. Failure to submit the required biennial report will result in suspension of accreditation status
until the report is received by the Accreditation Manager.
Receipt of biennial reports will be acknowledged electronically.Accreditation staff and, when
necessary, a review committee within the Accreditation Committee will review the report.The
Accreditation Manager will notify a school within four (4) weeks of submitting its report if additional
information is needed. If additional information is requested, a school has two (2) weeks to submit
the requested information.
The Accreditation Manager will notify a school within eight (8) weeks of submitting a competed
report the outcome of the review.
Schools will be given a grace period of one (1) week beyond the due date to submit the biennial
report. If a school's biennial report is not received by the due date or within the allowed grace
period, a late fee of $25 per day will be charged and must be paid upon submission of the completed
report.A school that fails to submit its report within 30 days of the due date, will have its accreditation status suspended until the report is submitted and the late fee paid.
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